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With the rapid development of e-commerce and the economy, an increasing number of retailers are adopting a dual-channel retail
strategy (DCRS), which allows customers to return unsatisfactory products, provided that their complaints are reasonable, and
receive a full refund.*is paper studies the pricing strategies of an integrated dual-channel retailer (DCR) when it provides return
policies to customers, including original channel return, fixed cross-channel return, and relaxed cross-channel return. *e
relationship between the DCR’s system performance and channel pricing is impacted by customer channel preferences, and the
return rates of different channels are discussed. *e results show that the greater the difference in customer preferences between
channels is, the greater the profitability of the DCR will be. A fixed cross-channel return model should be selected when the return
rate in the online channel is higher or the cross-channel return rate is lower; otherwise, the original channel return model should
be selected. When the return rate of a certain channel is high, the retailer should increase the price in that channel and reduce the
pricing of its competing channel to compensate for the loss caused by the returns and transfer sales between channels. A selective
return policy can not only improve the flexibility of business operations and enhance competitive advantage but also provide
convenient customer returns and enhance consumers’ sense of security.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the Internet and third-party
logistics providers, online sales channels have experienced
growth in their customer bases. Many retailers have
established online sales channels (online stores) based on
existing offline sales channels (physical stores) and adopted a
dual-channel retail strategy (DCRS) to obtain greater market
share and economic profits. Such a strategy provides several
advantages for retail enterprises. For example, it allows
retailers to reach a wider customer base and increase revenue
[1]. In addition, it enables retailers to meet the growing
consumer demand for multichannel shopping. *erefore,

using a DCRS can increase customer loyalty and satisfaction
and increase the flexibility of the retailer’s supply chain. On
the other hand, because customers do not experience a
product before they purchase it online, the transfer from the
traditional offline retail system to a DCRS may significantly
increase in the number of customer returns. In the United
States and Canada, the total value of returns to merchants is
approximately $100 and $10 billion dollars each year,
respectively [2, 3]. An Invesp infographic of online return
rates shows that online shoppers return at least 30% of
their purchases, while in physical stores, fewer than 9% of
customers return their purchases. (*e top attributes that
customers look for in product returns and how e-tailers
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deliver, http://landmarkglobal.com/trends-insights/top-
attributes-customers-look-product-returns-e-tailers-deliver/
.) Akçay et al. [2] and Mostard and Teunter [4] also
confirmed this, pointing out that the return rate of fashion
products in offline physical stores is approximately 35%;
as a comparison, the return rate of online channels is as
high as 75%. *us, product returns are no longer a small
part of the business process. *e phenomenon of cus-
tomer return is not unique in the retail field but also exists
in other contexts, which have been a focus of research. For
example, Krishnamoorthy et al. [5] introduced the con-
cept of cancellation of flight/train/bus tickets for a journey
at a future date, and the inventory problem of queuing
systems was studied under the condition that customers
are allowed to cancel (return) the sold goods before their
expiration. Later, these researchers also conducted in-
depth research on this issue and achieved convincing
results [6, 7]. To increase customer loyalty, promote sales,
or comply with legal requirements, many retailers choose
to provide customers with loose return policies, such as
full money-back guarantees (MBGs). McWilliams [8]
found that in a dual-channel environment, both tradi-
tional physical retail channels and online channels gen-
erally provide return services. Return policies are very
popular with customers because they can return un-
damaged products for any reason and obtain a full refund
[2, 9]. In addition, a return policy can reduce perceived
risk and encourage purchases, thereby increasing the
customer’s willingness to buy and ultimately pay [10].
From the perspective of the retailer (or other merchants
engaged in sales activities), although a return policy
improves customer satisfaction and stimulates sales, it is
also accompanied by a large number of product returns
and the high associated processing costs, which in turn
affect merchants’ profitability [11, 12]. US sellers spend
approximately $100 billion annually on processing
returns and related logistics [13], and each seller loses an
average of 3.8% of its revenue [14].

*us, the return policies that retailers offer customers
offer both advantages and disadvantages, which require a
retailer to consider the following issues when formulating
return policy: is it necessary to offer a return policy to
customers? When and how should retailers adopt a return
policy? What kind of return policy should be adopted? Prior
studies have examined the above issues from different
perspectives and pointed out that some retailers will choose
to adopt tight return policies, such as a partial refund policy,
to reduce and limit the costs of handling returns and related
reverse logistics [15–17] or even not to offer any return
policy [18]. However, in some cases, retailers may adopt a
more relaxed return policy, such as an MBG [19–21]. Other
studies have compared the retail system’s performance in the
absence of refund policy to that under a full refund policy
[22–24]. However, most studies have focused on the tra-
ditional supply chain environment [25–28] and a single-
retailer system [2, 17] or two-retailer system [22, 29, 30] and
less on issues related to customer returns when dual-channel
retailers implement a DCRS.

Retailers adopting a DCRS can simultaneously exploit
the advantages of both channels. On the one hand, as
mentioned above, retailers can reach a wider customer base
through online sales channels to gain greater market share; on
the other hand, retailers can use the desirable character-
istics of traditional offline sales channels such as display
and experience to reduce customers’ uncertainty about
products and thereby promote a greater variety of product
types to consumers in online sales channels, in turn re-
ducing the return rates of products. In addition, compared
with single-channel retailers (online or offline), retailers
adopting a DCRS can have more options when processing
customer returns. Many DCRs (for example, Wal-Mart or
Toys “R” Us) only offer same-channel returns, in which
items purchased from their physical stores (online stores)
must be returned to physical stores (online stores). Many
other companies, such as Macy’s, Sears, and Best Buy, allow
cross-channel returns, and all of them have added return
windows to physical stores to facilitate customer returns.
Customers returning through physical stores can simplify
the return procedure, shorten the return time, and save
shipping costs for returns. A survey by Hybris shows that
more than 80% of customers would be loyal to retailers that
provide multichannel integration services, and 28% of
customers believe that having a cross-channel return ser-
vice that allows online purchases and offline returns is the
most important part of the integrated channel marketing
experience. Cross-channel return services can increase
sales and customer satisfaction for online stores; in addi-
tion, they attract customers to physical stores, create more
cross-selling opportunities for physical stores, and generate
additional revenue [1, 31].

However, DCRS also has inevitable drawbacks; for ex-
ample, it may generate internal competition due to in-
compatible goals between channels and then cause channel
conflicts. Many studies have revealed considered conflicts
and possible coordination strategies between two channels
owned by a single retailer or different firms [32–35]. Cus-
tomer return issues in single- or two-retailer systems have
also been studied in depth [17, 36–38]. However, few studies
have examined the issue of customer returns under a DCRS
adopted by a single retailer. Radhi and Zhang [39] studied
the optimal pricing problem of a dual-channel retailer using
a DCRS under integrated and nonintegrated decision-
making, but they did not include all possible returnmodes or
study the choice among these different modes. In addition,
other studies [40, 41] have found that the use of a single
decision maker allows a fully coordinated or centralized
monopoly system to maximize the total profit of the system.
*us, this paper studies the problems of optimal pricing
strategies under different return modes and the choice of
return mode when an integrated dual-channel retailer using
a DCRS is the sole decision maker. Specifically, we study the
following problems when an integrated DCR, which acts as
the sole decision maker in the system and adopts a DCRS,
provides return services to customers:

(1) What are the possible return modes for a dual-
channel retailer using a DCRS? How can the optimal
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channel pricing decisions of products under different
return modes be determined?

(2) What is the system performance of the DCR under
different return modes?

(3) What is the effect of customer channel preferences
and return rates on the system performance and
optimal channel prices of the DCR?

(4) How does a DCR choose the appropriate return
mode for different customer channel preferences and
return rate environments?

To answer the above questions, we propose and inves-
tigate three return modes according to the different return
channels available to customers: the original channel return
mode, the fixed cross-channel return mode, and the random
cross-channel returnmode.When comparing these different
returnmodes, the system performance of the DCR is proxied
by the total profit of the system, and the optimal channel
prices of products are determined by the objective of an
integration problem to maximize the total profit. Further-
more, we analyse the changing relationship between the total
profits under different return modes and the customer
channel preference as well as the return rate of each channel,
with the aim of helping DCRmake appropriate return mode
choices when facing different customer channel preferences
and return rate environments. *e analysis reveals that both
the customer channel preferences and the return rate of each
channel are important factors affecting the optimal pricing
decisions and total profit under different return modes,
which also means that the choice of the optimal return mode
for DCR depends on the value of each parameter. Based on
the decision results for the optimal pricing and total profit
under each return mode, we identify the rules that govern
the change in the total profit and optimal pricing of DCR
system while considering customer channel preferences and
return rate through numerical analysis. We then experi-
mentally determine the corresponding relationship between
the values of return rate parameters and the optimal return
mode.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 reviews the relevant literature. *e discussion of
the original channel return model and the optimal pricing
strategy is provided in Section 3. *e models and optimal
pricing strategies of the fixed cross-channel returnmode and
relaxed cross-channel return mode are discussed in Sections
4 and 5, respectively. Section 6 presents the numerical
analysis of customer channel preferences and the return rate
parameters for the three return modes and offers managerial
insights. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future
research are presented in Section 7.

2. Literature Review

Multiple problems have arisen from the development of
online direct sales channels on the basis of traditional sales
channels, such as channel competition and coordination,
dual-channel pricing, and customer return policy, and these
have gradually given rise to a heated debate among scholars.

Two streams of literature are related to our research: the first
examines dual-channel systems, and the second discusses
return policies. Many studies have analysed dual-channel
systems, but most of these studies have considered dual-
channel systems under two settings: the manufacturer-re-
tailer setting and DCR setting. *e dual-channel system in
the manufacturer-retailer setting consists of a manufacturer
that sells a single product to customers through the man-
ufacturer-owned online store and an independent retailer. In
this setting, the online direct sales channel and offline sales
channel are operated by different stakeholders (the manu-
facturer and retailer), and different types of competition may
arise between the two channels due to the inconsistency of
their objectives: price competition [30, 42–45], service
competition [46–48], competition in product availability
[49–51], etc. According to Kevin Chiang et al. [42], the
introduction of a manufacturer’s online direct sales channel
will damage the interests of the retailer, whichmeans that the
retailer has to reduce the sale price to stimulate demand in
the offline channel. Park and Keh [52] studied the dual-
channel pricing equilibrium when a manufacturer with an
online direct sales channel acts as the leader or an offline
channel retailer as the leader. *ey further compared the
profitability of the supply chain of a single traditional channel
with a dual-channel structure, and the results show that the
profits of the manufacturer and the overall supply chain
increase under the dual-channel structure but the profits of
the offline retailer decrease. In fact, customers may face
different choices when a single or similar product is simul-
taneously sold in more than one retail channel, which leads to
competition on multiple aspects. In this decentralized system,
each channel tries to maximize its own profits in the presence
of cannibalization, and channel conflicts caused by compe-
tition are inevitable [33, 41, 53, 54]. To resolve channel
conflicts and mitigate the negative effects of competition,
many papers in the literature have studied the mechanism of
interchannel cooperation and coordination, including
through cooperative pricing [46, 55, 56], joint decisions
[57–59], and coordination strategies [60, 61]. In addition,
scholars have studied the pricing and replenishment strategies
of the dual-channel supply chain system, the pricing- and
delivery-time dependent stochastic demand, etc. For example,
Panda et al. [62] considered that the unit cost of a product
would be reduced during its short life cycle and discussed the
pricing and replenishment policies of high-tech products in
the dual-channel supply chain. *e results showed that there
was price competition between the retail channel and the
online channel, and the channel conflict could be resolved
through a profit sharing mechanism adjusted by wholesale
price. Modak and Kelle [63] examined a dual-channel supply
chain under price and delivery-time dependent stochastic
customer demand and analysed the effect of delivery lead time
and customers’ channel preference on the optimal operation.
*e authors proposed a strategy to coordinate the supply
chain by using a hybrid all-unit quantity discount of franchise
fee contract. In contrast to the above studies on cooperation
and coordination in the multistakeholder dual-channel
structure, we study the product pricing and return strategies
of a DCR as a single stakeholder when providing customers
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with return options. When a single retailer simultaneously
operates two different channels (online and offline) and
provides return services to customers, it will simultaneously
face return requests from customers in different channels, and
the workload and the cost of handing returns will increase
significantly. In such a case, how should the DCR set prices for
products in different channels? How should it choose the
appropriate return strategy to maximize its profits?*is is the
main focus of our research and the problem it hopes to solve,
and it also differs from the objectives of the above studies.

In a DCR setting, a retailer simultaneously sells similar
products in a physical store and an online store. *e DCR is
the sole decision maker in the system and operates both the
offline and online sales channels, and many studies have
considered this kind of situation. Zhang [64] studied the
pricing and advertising strategies of a retailer with multiple
sales channels, and the results showed that compared with
traditional single-channel retailing, advertising prices in
multichannel retailing have different effects, helping to
coordinate channels by transferring sales from online to
offline. Yan [65] developed a game-theoretic model to de-
termine the best brand strategy and market structure for a
DCR. *e results showed that for a DCR, the best brand
strategy is to adopt as many brand differences as possible
between the online and offline stores, especially when
consumers are less price sensitive and the market base is
larger. With an increasing number of retailers adopting dual
channels, scholars have deeply investigated the decision-
making issues facing DCRs from different perspectives,
including competitive pricing [66–69], channel conflicts and
coordination [70–72], and channel strategy [73–75]. In
addition, some scholars have studied the business strategies
of DCRs, such as the POPU (preorder-online, pickup-in-
store) strategy. Chatterjee [76] studied what types of con-
sumers prefer the POPU strategy and indicated that highly
frugal consumers are more inclined to purchase products
through POPU. Gallino andMoreno [77] studied the impact
of POPU on the online and offline sales of a DCR through
empirical analysis and found that the implementation of this
strategy can improve the sales and pedestrian volume of offline
stores but has a negative impact on online sales. According to
the survey results of Forrester Consulting’s online white paper,
although the POPU strategy is considered the most important
channel integration strategy for DCRs, research on the POPU
strategy remains sparse (Customer Desires Vs. Retailer Ca-
pabilities: Minding *e Omni-Channel Commerce Gap,
http://www.emarketingpapers.com/content47958/). What our
research has in commonwith the above is that both are carried
out in a DCR setting, but our work is significantly different
from theirs. We focus on the impact of customer returns on
the optimal pricing strategies and the retailer’s choice of return
strategy under the dual-channel business model, while the
above studies did not consider returns. In fact, as we described
in the Introduction, product returns are a part of the business
process that cannot be ignored, and research on returns and
other related issues arising from returns is of vital practical
interest.

In the second stream of literature, i.e., which is on
customer returns, a number of studies have reviewed refund

policies. Chen and Chen [78] argued that refund policies are
an important strategy for manufacturers and retailers to
maintain market competitiveness and compete for customer
service, and they developed a multioligopoly model to study
the impact of refund policies on retailer pricing and profits.
Suwelack et al. [10] pointed out that refund policy has
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral outcomes that can
reduce consumer risk perceptions, stimulate consumers’
response to purchase emotions, and increase customers’
willingness to purchase and pay. However, the key to these
desirable outcomes is the design of the refund policy con-
ditions. Most studies on refund policies have been carried
out in the context of a single-retailer setting [2, 23, 37] or a
two-retailer setting [8, 29, 30] and mainly focused on full-
refund, partial-refund, and no-refund policies. A few
scholars have also studied consumer refund policies in the
manufacturer-retailer dual-channel supply chain [79]. *e
single retailer mentioned here mainly refers to a retailer in a
single-channel context (an offline physical retailer or an
online retailer). Akçay et al. [2] studied a system in which
consumer valuation is uncertain, but consumers can dis-
tinguish between new sales and resales, and the results
showed that the retailer could reduce the number of returns
by controlling sale prices and implementing a return policy.
Chen and Bell [23] studied how to implement market
segmentation using full-refund and no-refund consumer
return policies and compared system performance under
different refund policies. Chen and Chen [37] indicated that
retailers should provide an MBG as long as the net salvage
value of the returned product in a channel is positive. Studies
on return policy in the context of the two retailers mainly
focus on two competing retailers. McWilliams [8] explored
the competitive environment between high- and low-quality
retailers and studied the profitability of refund guarantees
for two retailers with fully informed and risk-neutral con-
sumers. Chen and Grewal [29] also conducted a study on
two competitive retailers, and one of which has been well
established and offers a full refund policy, while the other is a
new entrant to the market and needs to decide whether to
implement a full refund policy or no refund policy; their
study proved that customer return policy can be used as a
competitive marketing strategy. Balakrishnan et al. [30]
combined the showrooming behavior of consumers with
returns and studied return policy when consumers browse
offline but purchase online and its impact on the profits of
two online and offline retailers. Analyses of return policies
under a single-channel retailer and two competing retailers
mainly focus on the impact of customer returns on the
retailer’s pricing and profit and, based on this, whether a
retailer should provide return services to customers and
what kind of refund policy to adopt. DCRs operate both
online and offline channels, and customers can choose either
channel from which to purchase. However, when customers
are not satisfied with a product, should they be allowed to
return to whatever channel is most convenient for them?
What choice should a DCR make in response to this kind of
return request? Clearly, an analysis of a DCR’s return policy
needs to incorporate decisions on the return mode in ad-
dition to the abovementioned issues.
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In the existing literature on return policies, a few scholars
have studied the return policies of a DCR, and even a fewer
of them have simultaneously considered all return modes
available to the DCR. Radhi and Zhang [39] studied cross-
channel returns encountered by a DCR; their work
addressed centralization under differential and unified
pricing strategies and discussed the impact of customer
preferences and return rates on dual-channel pricing, but they
did not cover all possible return modes. Based on Radhi and
Zhang [39], we consider all return modes available to the
DCR, i.e., the original channel return mode, the fixed cross-
channel return mode, and the relaxed cross-channel return
mode. Moreover, in line with other arguments in the liter-
ature [40, 41], we believe that a fully coordinated or cen-
tralized monopoly system can use a single decision maker to
maximize the total profit of the system. *erefore, we will
study the optimal pricing strategies of channel products under
the integrated decision-making mode for each return model.
*e work in this paper expands the literature on return theory
in the dual-channel context and offers considerable assistance
to the operation practice of DCRs.

3. Problem Description

To clarify the main part of the article, before discussing each
return mode in detail, we first briefly explain the common
assumptions and symbols involved in different returnmodes
in the paper. *is paper examines channel pricing and the
selection of return mode when a DCR is considering
accepting returns from customers if the retailer simulta-
neously operates both an offline physical store and an online
store. According to different return modes, three return
modes are discussed: original channel return, fixed cross-
channel return, and relaxed cross-channel return. Under the
original channel return mode, customers are allowed to
return products only from the channel they purchased;
under the fixed cross-channel return mode, no matter which
channel customers purchase products from, they can return
products only via the offline physical channel; the relaxed
cross-channel return mode allows customers of an online
channel to choose a return channel according to their
wishes, but customers of an offline physical channel will not
transfer to the online channel for return because the return
using the offline physical channel is more convenient than
that using the online channel. When customers return
products due to product quality problems or for their own
reasons but do not affect the resale of the products they have
returned, customers can receive a full refund within the time
specified by the retailer. Assume the return probability of the
offline original channel is r, the return probability of the
online original channel is w, the return probability of online
cross-returned to offline is v, and 0≤ r, w, v≤ 1. *e returns
can be divided into two parts according to the status (quality,
packaging, etc.)—resalable and nonresalable—and all re-
salable returns will be resold as new products, whereas
nonresalable returns can be returned for only a certain
salvage value. We assume that the probability of resalable
returns from the offline original channel (or the proportion
of the resalable part returned from the offline original

channel) is kr, the probability of resalable returns from the
online original channel is ko, the probability of resalable
returns from online cross-returned to offline is kor, and
0≤ kr, ko, kor ≤ 1. In addition, considering the feasibility and
complexity of the model, we assume that the retailer can
identify the status of the product (through the product ID),
and the resalable parts cannot be sold and returned indef-
initely. We define the part returned by the customer after the
new products are sold as first returns, and the part that can
be resold after first returns but then be returned once again
after resales as second returns. No matter whether the
second returns meet the resalable conditions or not, the
produce will not be sold a third time, and only the salvage
value will be processed. Assume the salvage value of the
nonresalable part in the first returns and the second returns
is s, the unit purchase cost is c, and s≤ c; otherwise, the DCR
will always be profitable and lose the need for the decision-
making process. In the process of collecting returns, no
matter which channel the returns come from, there will be a
collection cost d for each unit of returns, and there will be
additional freight cost t for each unit of products sold and
returned through the online channel.

Facing the DCRS strategy of the dual-channel retailer,
customers have different preferences for purchasing
channels and ultimately affect the potential market size of
channels. If the parameter α is used to represent the total
potential market size and θ (0≤ θ≤ 1) is used to represent
the customer’s preference for the offline channel, then αθ
represents the potential market size of the offline channel,
denoted αr � αθ. In contrast, α(1 − θ) indicates the po-
tential market size of the online channel, denoted
αo � α(1 − θ). In addition, similar to many studies
[42, 58, 80, 81], we adopt a linear market demand function
in this paper; that is, the channel demand is a linear re-
lationship of channel prices. Assume β is the self-price
sensitivity coefficient of the channel product c is the cross-
price sensitivity coefficient of the products between
channels, and β> c; that is, the channel demand is more
affected by the same channel price than by other channels.
It should be noted that the above assumptions and the
definition of symbols are applicable to all three return
modes, but there are certain symbols, such as prices, de-
mands, order quantities, and profits, that need to be dis-
tinguished in different return models. For clarity, the main
assumptions involved in this paper are as follows, and the
symbols used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.

Assumption 1. *e share of first returns that are not re-
salable will be treated in terms of salvage value, but all second
returns, regardless of whether they can be resold, will be
treated in terms of salvage value.

Assumption 2. *e DCR will generate a collection cost for
each unit of return and bear the freight cost of the unit
product in the sale and return links of the online channel.

Assumption 3. *e self-price sensitivity coefficient of the
channel product is greater than the cross-price sensitivity
coefficient of the products between channels, that is, β> c.
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4. Original Channel Return Mode

*is section studies pricing policies of the original channel
return mode, wherein customers who purchase products
offline can return them only offline, while customers who
purchase products online can return them only online. *e
original channel return mode is shown in Figure 1.

Since this paper does not consider the influence of
complementary products on prices, the demand for a
product is affected only by its own price and the price of the
same product in another channel. *erefore, the market
demands for the two channels are expressed as follows:

D
oc
o � αo − βp

oc
o + cp

oc
r , (1)

D
oc
r � αr − βp

oc
r + cp

oc
o , (2)

where β is the own-price sensitivity, which reflects the degree
to which channel demand is affected by a channel’s own
price, and c is the cross-price sensitivity, which reflects the
degree of influence of prices between two channels on de-
mand. A channel’s cross-price sensitivity has a lesser effect
on demand than a channel’s own-price sensitivity, that is,
β> c. βpoc

o represents the decrease in online sales due to the
impact of the online price; cpoc

r represents the increase in
online sales due to the impact of the price of the same
product offline. Similarly, βpoc

r represents the decrease in
offline sales due to the impact of the offline price; cpoc

o

indicates the increase in offline sales due to the effect of the
price of the same product online.

On the other hand, as the DCR accepts customer returns,
the resalable part of first returns can be used to meet the
needs of customers; that is to say, the market demand of the
channel is jointly met by the order quantity of the channel
and the resalable part of first returns. *erefore, the demand

functions can be expressed by the order quantities. Spe-
cifically, the online demand is composed of the online order
quantity and the first returned but resalable share of the
online channel, and the offline demand is composed of the
offline order quantity and the first returned but resalable
share of the offline channel. *us, the online and offline
demand functions are modeled as follows:

D
oc
o � Q

oc
o + wkoQ

oc
o , (3)

D
oc
r � Q

oc
r + rkrQ

oc
r , (4)

where wkoQoc
o represents the resalable returns of the online

channel and rkrQ
oc
r represents the resalable returns of the

offline channel.
From formulas (3) and (4), the online and offline order

quantities are given as

Q
oc
o �

Doc
o

1 + wko( 
, (5)

Q
oc
r �

Doc
r

1 + rkr( 
. (6)

Table 1: Symbols and corresponding descriptions.

Symbol Description
r Return probability of offline original channel (0≤ r≤ 1)
w Return probability of online original channel (0≤w≤ 1)
v Return probability of online cross-returned to offline (0≤ v≤ 1)
kr Probability of resalable offline original channel return
ko Probability of resalable online original channel return
kor Probability of online purchase cross-returned offline and resalable
c Unit purchase cost
d Unit collection cost of returns
t Unit freight
s Salvage value (s≤ c)
α Potential market size
θ Offline customer preference (0≤ θ≤ 1)
αr � αθ Potential market size of offline channel
αo � α(1 − θ) Potential market size of online channel
β Own-price sensitivity of a channel
c Cross-price sensitivity of a channel
i � oc, fc or rc Represents original channel return, fixed cross-channel return, and relaxed cross-channel return mode, respectively
pi

r and pi
o Offline product price and online product price of return mode i

Di
r and Di

o Offline customer demand and online customer demand of return mode i

Qi
r and Qi

o Offline and online order quantities under return mode i

πi
r and πi

o Offline store profit and online store profit under return mode i

πi *e total profit of the two channels of the DCR under return mode i

Offline physical store

Offline customers

r

Online store

Online customers

wproc pooc

Figure 1: Original channel return mode.
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In the original channel return mode, there are no cross-
channel returns, so v � 0, and the profit function involves six
parts: total sales, cost of returns collection, freight (only for
online channel sales and its returns), salvage value for first
returns that are nonresalable, salvage value for second
returns, and product ordering cost. *erefore, the profit
functions of the online and offline channels are given as

πoc
o � D

oc
o (1 − w)p

oc
o − t − (d + t)w + sw 1 − ko(  

+ sQ
oc
o w

2
k
2
o − cQ

oc
o ,

(7)

πoc
r � D

oc
r (1 − r)p

oc
r − rd + sr 1 − kr(   + sQ

oc
r r

2
k
2
r − cQ

oc
r .

(8)

In formula (7), (1 − w)poc
o Doc

o is the total revenue from
online sales, that is, the total revenue from the products
actually sold through the online channel (including the first
and second sales of products that have not been returned);
Doc

o t is the freight cost for online channel sales;
(d + t)wDoc

o is the collection and shipping cost incurred for
returns in the online channel; sw(1 − ko)Doc

o is the salvage
value of the nonresalable share returned from the online

channel (including the nonresalable share of first and the
second returns); sQoc

o w2k2
o is the salvage value of the resalable

share of second returns from the online channel; and cQoc
o is

the ordering cost in the online channel. Similarly, in (8),
(1 − r)poc

r Doc
r is the total revenue from products actually sold

through the offline channel; r dDoc
r is the collection cost

incurred for returns in offline channel; sr(1 − kr)D
oc
r is the

salvage value of the nonresalable share of returns from the
offline channel; sQoc

r r2k2
r is the salvage value of the resalable

share of second returns from the offline channel; and cQoc
r is

the ordering cost of the online channel.
From formulas (7) and (8), the total profit of the DCR is

modeled as
πoc

� πoc
o + πoc

r � D
oc
o (1 − w)p

oc
o − t − (d + t)w + sw 1 − ko(  

+ sQ
oc
o w

2
k
2
o − cQ

oc
o

+ D
oc
r (1 − r)p

oc
r − rd + sr 1 − kr(   + sQ

oc
r r

2
k
2
r − cQ

oc
r .

(9)

Substituting equations (5) and (6) into equation (9), the
total profit of the DCR can be transformed into the
following:

πoc
� πoc

o + πoc
r � D

oc
o (1 − w)p

oc
o − t − (d + t)w + sw 1 − ko(  +

sw2k2
o − c( 

1 + wko( 
 

+ D
oc
r (1 − r)p

oc
r − rd + sr 1 − kr(  +

sr2k2
r − c( 

1 + rkr( 
 .

(10)

Let A � r d − sr(1 − kr) − (sr2k2
r − c)/(1 + rkr), I � (1−

r)> 0, and J � (1 − w − v)> 0 (note that v � 0 under the
original channel return mode, and define Joc � (1 − w)> 0)
and B � t + (d + t)w− sw(1 − ko) − (sw2k2

o − c)/(1 + wko).
*en, the profit function can be reformulated as

πoc
� D

oc
o J

oc
p

oc
o − B  + D

oc
r Ip

oc
r − A . (11)

Proposition 1. Under the original channel return mode, the
profit function πoc of the DCR is strictly and jointly concave in
poc

o and poc
r , when 4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2c2 > 0 is satisfied, and

the optimal prices of the online and offline channels are as
follows:

p
oc∗
o �

c Iαr − Bc(  I + Joc( ) + βAc Joc − I( ) + 2Iβ Jocαo + Bβ( 

4IJocβ2 − I + Joc( )2c2
,

p
oc∗
r �

c Jocαo − Ac(  I + Joc( ) + βBc I − Joc( ) + 2Jocβ Iαr + Aβ( 

4IJocβ2 − I + Joc( )2c2
.

(12)

Proof. By substituting demand functions (1) and (2) into the
profit function of the DCR under this return mode πoc, i.e.,
(11), one can construct the Hessian matrix of the profit
function πocfor channel prices poc

o and poc
r as follows:

H
oc

�

z2πoc

zpoc2
o

z2πoc

zpoc
o zpoc

r

z2πoc

zpoc
r zpoc

o

z2πoc

zpoc2
r

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

�

− 2Jocβ I + Joc( )c

I + Joc( )c − 2Iβ
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(13)

Because z2πoc/zpoc2
o < 0, the Hesse matrix is negative

definite given that |Hoc| � 4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2c2 > 0. *e
profit function of the DCR is strictly and jointly concave in
poc

o and poc
r , and there is a unique optimal set of prices. By

simultaneously solving the first-order conditions
zπoc/zpoc

o � 0 and zπoc/zpoc
r � 0, the optimal prices poc∗

o and
poc∗

r can be obtained.
From Proposition 1, we know that the prerequisite for

the DCR to obtain the above optimal prices is
4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2c2 > 0. However, this condition may not
always be satisfied. Although we assume that the own-price
sensitivity of a channel β and the cross-channel price sen-
sitivity c satisfy β> c, 4IJoc − (I + Joc)2 ≤ 0due to I � (1 −

r)> 0 and Joc � (1 − w)> 0, which means that inequality
4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2c2 > 0 may not be satisfied, especially
when β is very close to c or the difference between I and Joc is
large. However, those cases are less likely to occur. On the
one hand, the own-price sensitivity of the channel β tends to
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be significantly larger than the cross-channel price sensi-
tivity c; on the other hand, the difference between I and Joc is
extremely large, indicating that the return rate of one channel
is significantly greater than that of the other channel. No
retailer will tolerate a channel with an excessive return rate for
a long time; the return policy will either be cancelled, or the
retailer will adopt the appropriate strategies to reduce the
return rate, which indirectly indicates that Iand Joc should be
closer.*erefore, 4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2c2 > 0 can be satisfied in
most cases, which ensures the existence of optimal prices for a
DCR.

Based on Proposition 1, Lemma 1 can be obtained by
analysing the differentials of optimal prices poc∗

o and poc∗
r

with respect to θ. □

Lemma 1. Under the original channel return mode, the
optimal channel pricing of the DCR will increase with the
increase of their channel preference.

Proof. According to Proposition 1, the optimal pricing poc∗
o

and poc∗
r of the DCR should satisfy zπoc/zpoc

o � 0 and
zπoc/zpoc

r � 0; that is,
zπoc

zpoc
o

p
oc∗
o(  � (1 − θ)α − βp

oc∗
o + cp

oc∗
r J

oc

− β Jocpoc∗
o − B(  + c Ipoc∗

r − A(  � 0,

zπoc

zpoc
r

p
oc∗
r(  � θα − βp

oc∗
r + cp

oc∗
o I − β Ip

oc∗
r − A( 

+c Jocpoc∗
o − B(  � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

Considering the above two equations as implicit func-
tions of optimal pricing poc∗

o and poc∗
r with respect to θ,

respectively, by simultaneously solving the first-order con-
ditions with respect to θ, one can obtain

− α − β
zpoc∗

o

zθ
+ c

zpoc∗
r

zθ
 Joc − Jocβ

zpoc∗
o

zθ
+ Ic

zpoc∗
r

θ
� 0,

α − β
zpoc∗

r

zθ
+ c

zpoc∗
o

zθ
 I − Iβ

zpoc∗
r

zθ
+ J

oc
c

zpoc∗
o

zθ
� 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

By solving the above equations, we can obtain zpoc∗
o

/zθ � ((αI[c(I + Joc) − 2Jocβ])/(4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2 c2)),
zpoc∗

r /zθ � ((αJoc[2Iβ − c(I + Joc)])/(4IJocβ2 − (I + Joc)2

c2)). According to the same reasoning used for the existence
of optimal prices for a DCR described above, as the own-
price sensitivity of channel β tends to be significantly larger
than the cross-channel price sensitivity c, and the difference
between I and Joc is small, we can find (zpoc∗

r /zθ)> 0 and
(zpoc∗

o /zθ)< 0, indicating that the optimal pricing of the
offline channel will increase with the increases in its channel
preference θ, while the optimal pricing of the online channel

will decrease as θ increases. *is also means that the optimal
pricing of the online channel will increase with the increases
in online channel preference 1 − θ.*us, Lemma 1 is proven.

Proposition 1 shows that the optimal channel pricing of
the DCR depends on the following parameters—price
sensitivity coefficients (β, c), offline channel preference (θ),
return rates of original channel (r, w), probabilities of re-
salable (kr, ko), and salvage value (s)—and the values of
these parameters are generally exogenous. Some parameters
can be obtained through statistical investigation, such as
probabilities of return and resalable, while the salvage value
depends on the negotiation ability of the DCR. Once the
values of these exogenous parameters are determined, the
DCR can use the pricing formulas in Proposition 1 to set the
optimal channel prices. Lemma 1 shows that, as long as the
difference in return rate between channels is not significant,
the DCR should set a higher retail price for the channel with
high customer channel preference under the same condi-
tions in order to obtain higher system profits. □

5. Fixed Cross-Channel Return Mode

*e fixed cross-channel return mode refers to customers
making returns through offline or online channels designated
by the retailer and is commonly employed in practice. For
example, Amazon, an e-commerce giant, chose to cooperate
with Kohl’s (a chain of family-oriented professional depart-
ment stores in the United States) to simplify the return
process; this approach has been a success: starting with the
ability to make returns at only 100 Kohl’s stores, customers
can now return multiple items purchased from Amazon to
any Kohl’s store. Many practical examples show that most
customers prefer to return through offline channels rather
than returning online. David Cobie, co-founder and CEO of
Happy Returns, said that in general, customers go to physical
stores to return goods in person and receive refunds faster,
which seems to be themost attractive approach for customers.
*erefore, in this section, we study the situation where the
customer can return items only through an offline channel,
regardless of whether he/she purchased the item online or
offline, and the customer will receive a full refund on any
purchased item returned within the specified time period.

In this section, we again consider a monopolized DCR as
the sole decision maker in the system. To facilitate the ex-
pression of the model, some assumptions similar to those of
Section 3 are retained. *e fixed cross-channel return mode
is shown in Figure 2.

In the fixed cross-channel return mode, the online
channel does not accept returns, so there are no secondary
sales, and the demand in the online channel is equal to its
order quantity. However, the offline channel will receive
returns from both online and offline channels, some of
which can be resold. *erefore, the demand in the offline
channel is composed of the initial order quantity of the
offline channel, the share of first returns that are resalable
from the offline channel and those from the online channel
cross-returned to the offline channel. *e demand functions
of the online channel and offline channel are given as
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D
fc
o � Q

fc
o , (16)

D
fc
r � Q

fc
r + rkrQ

fc
r + vkorQ

fc
r , (17)

where vkorQ
fc
o represents the resalable returns purchased

from the online channel and cross-returned to the offline
channel. *e other terms are defined the same meaning as in
the original channel return mode.

According to (16) and (17), the order quantities of the
online channel and offline channel are given as

Q
fc
o � D

fc
o , (18)

Q
fc
r � D

fc
r − vkorQ

fc
o / 1 + rkr( . (19)

In the fixed cross-channel return mode, there are no
online channel returns, which means that w � 0. *e profit
function of the fixed cross-channel return mode involves six
parts: total sales, cost of return collection, freight (only
online channel sales), the salvage value of nonresalable first
returns, the salvage value of second returns, and the product
ordering cost. *e profit functions of the online and offline
channels are as follows:

πfc
o � D

fc
o (1 − v)p

fc
o − t  − cQ

fc
o , (20)

πfc
r � D

fc
r (1 − r)p

fc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  

+ sQ
fc
r r

2
k
2
r + sQ

fc
o korkrvr

+ D
fc
o − v d + sv 1 − kor(   − cQ

fc
r .

(21)

In (20), (1 − v)p
fc
o D

fc
o is the total revenue from online

sales, which makes a positive contribution to the profit of the
DCR’s online channel; D

fc
o tis the freight expense incurred

for online channel sales, which has a negative impact on
profit, and cQ

fc
o is the ordering cost of the online channel. In

(21), D
fc
r (1 − r)p

fc
r is the total revenue from offline sales;

sr(1 − kr)D
fc
r represents the salvage value of all nonresalable

returns from the offline channel, including the nonsalable
shares of both the first and the second returns from the
offline channel and the nonsalable share of the second
returns, which belongs to the resalable share of the first
cross-returns from the online channel to the offline channel;
sQ

fc
r r2k2

r and sQ
fc
o korkrvr are the salvage values of the re-

salable shares of the second returns from the offline channel
and the second returns derived from the resalable share of
the first cross-returns from the online to the offline channel,
respectively, and D

fc
o sv(1 − kor) is the salvage value of the

nonresalable share of second cross-returns. *e above five
parts all have a positive impact on the profit of the offline
channel of the DCR. In contrast, D

fc
r rd is the collection cost

of the offline channel, D
fc
o vd is the collection cost of the

retailer from handling the online cross-returns, and cQ
fc
r is

the ordering cost of the offline channel. *ese three items
obviously have a negative impact on the profit function of
the offline channel.

From (20) and (21), the total profit of the DCR is
modeled as follows:

πfc
� πfc

o + πfc
r � D

fc
o (1 − v)p

fc
o − t  − cQ

fc
o

+ D
fc
r (1 − r)p

fc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  

+ sQ
fc
r r

2
k
2
r + sQ

fc
o korkrvr

+ D
fc
o − v d + sv 1 − kor(   − cQ

fc
r .

(22)

Substituting (18) and (19) into (23), the total profit of the
DCR can be transformed as follows:

πfc
� πfc

o + πfc
r

� D
fc
o (1 − v)p

fc
o − t − c + skorkrvr − v d + sv 1 − kor( 

+
vkor c − sk2

rr2( 

1 + rkr



+ D
fc
r (1 − r)p

fc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  +

sr2k2
r − c

1 + rkr

 .

(23)

Let E � r d − sr(1 − kr) − ((sr2k2
r − c)/(1 + rkr)), I �

(1 − r)> 0, and J � (1 − w − v)> 0 (note that w � 0 under
the fixed cross-channel return mode, and define Jfc �

(1 − v)> 0) and F � t + c − skorkrvr + v d− sv(1 − kor)−

((vkor(c − sk2
rr2))/(1 + rkr)). *en, the profit function can be

reformulated as follows:

πfc
� D

fc
o J

fc
p

fc
o − F  + D

fc
r Ip

fc
r − E . (24)

Proposition 2. Under the fixed cross-channel return mode,
the profit function πfc of the DCR is strictly and jointly
concave in p

fc
o and p

fc
r , when 4IJfcβ2 − (I + Jfc)2c2 > 0 is

satisfied, and the optimal prices of online and offline channels
are as follows:

p
fc∗
o �

c Iαr − Fc(  I + Jfc(  + βEc Jfc − I(  + 2Iβ Jfcαo + Fβ( 

4IJfcβ2 − I + Jfc( 
2
c2

,

p
fc∗
r �

c Jfcαo − Ec(  I + Jfc(  + βFc Jfc − I(  + 2Jfcβ Iαr + Eβ( 

4IJfcβ2 − I + Jfc( 
2
c2

.

(25)

Proof. Omitted due to its similarity to the proof of Prop-
osition 1.

Here, we encounter a situation similar to Proposition 1,
where the prerequisite for the DCR to obtain the above

r v

Offline physical store

Offline customers

Online store

Online customers

prfc pofc

Figure 2: Fixed cross-channel return mode.
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optimal pricing remains 4IJfcβ2 − (I + Jfc)2c2 > 0. Al-
though Jfc � (1 − v)> 0 (w � 0) here is different from
Joc � (1 − w)> 0(v � 0) in Proposition 1, the reason that
makes the inequality4IJfcβ2 − (I + Jfc)2c2 > 0 hold is the
same, so we will not explain it redundantly here. *at is, the
inequality 4IJfcβ2 − (I + Jfc)2c2 > 0 still holds most of the
time, which guarantees the existence of optimal pricing for
the DCR. By analysing the differentials of optimal prices
p

fc∗
o and p

fc∗
r with respect to θ, Lemma 2 can be

obtained. □

Lemma 2. Under the fixed cross-channel return mode, the
optimal channel pricing of the DCR will increase with the
increase in their channel preference.

Proof. Omitted due to its similarity to the proof of Lemma 1.
As with Proposition 1 in Section 4, Proposition 2 also

shows that the optimal channel prices of the DCR depend on
the value of other parameters, the difference is that there is
no online original channel return in the fixed cross-channel
mode, so the online original channel return rate w is
replaced by the cross-channel return rate v. Similarly, once
the values of these exogenous parameters are determined,
the DCR can use the pricing formulas in Proposition 2 to set
the optimal channel prices under the fixed cross-channel
return mode.*e conclusion of Lemma 2 is similar to that of
Lemma 1, which still shows that a DCR should set a higher
retail price for the channel with high customer channel
preference to obtain higher system profit. □

6. Relaxed Cross-Channel Return Mode

In contrast to the original channel return mode and the fixed
cross-channel return mode, the relaxed cross-channel return
mode allows customers to freely choose the channel to use to
return products purchased through the online channel. *at
is, customers can return the products purchased online
through the same channel, or they can choose to return these
products to a nearby physical location of the offline channel.
It is important for customers to have a convenient choice in
the return process because such a policy can not only in-
crease sales but also help to improve customer satisfaction
and cultivate customer loyalty. For example, to catch up with
Amazon’s e-commerce service, Wal-Mart has set up a “quick
return channel” in most of its stores in the United States to
take advantage of its multiple offline stores, and customers
who purchase at Walmart.com and need to return products
can complete the return process by simply using their mobile
phones and receiving a refund immediately. Of course,
customers can also choose to return products through the
online channel by mail. In fact, a growing number of
companies are beginning to focus on channel integration
strategies to gain competitive advantage, which further il-
lustrates the practical value of return mode research.

*e assumptions required for the model in this section
are the same as those in Section 3, so we do not repeat them
here. A schematic diagram of the relaxed cross-channel
return mode is shown in Figure 3.

Under the relaxed cross-channel return mode, the de-
mand in the online channel is identical in form to that of the
original channel return mode, consisting of the order
quantity in the online channel and the resalable share of first
returns in the online channel. *e form of offline channel
demand is the same as that of the fixed cross-channel return
mode, consisting of offline order quantity, the resalable share
of first returns from the offline channel, and the resalable
share of cross-returns. *us, the demand functions of the
online channel and offline channel can be expressed as

D
rc
o � Q

rc
o + wkoQ

rc
o ,

D
rc
r � Q

rc
r + rkrQ

rc
r + vkorQ

rc
o .

(26)

From (27) and (28), we can obtain the relationship
between the order quantity and the demand of the DCR’s
online and offline channels as follows:

Q
rc
o �

Drc
o

1 + wko( 
, (27)

Q
rc
r �

Drc
r − vQrc

o kor( 

1 + rkr( 
. (28)

*e profit function of the relaxed cross-channel return
mode also involves six aspects: total sales, cost of return
collection, freight (only for online channel sales and
returns), the salvage value for first returns that are non-
resalable, the salvage value for second returns, and the
product ordering cost. *erefore, the profit functions of the
online channel and offline channel are as follows:

πrc
o � D

rc
o (1 − w − v)p

rc
o − t − (d + t)w + sw 1 − ko(  

+ sQ
rc
o w

2
k
2
o − cQ

rc
o ,

(29)

πrc
r � D

rc
r (1 − r)p

rc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  

+ sQ
rc
r r

2
k
2
r + sQ

rc
o korkrvr

+ D
rc
o − v d + sv 1 − kor(   + sQ

rc
o kokorwv − cQ

rc
r .

(30)

In (29), (1 − w − v)prc
o Drc

o is the total revenue from
online sales, that is, the total revenue from products actually
sold through the online channel; Drc

o t is the freight cost for
online channel sales; (d + t)wDrc

o represents the collection
and freight costs incurred for returns through the online
channel; sw(1 − ko)Drc

o is the salvage value of the non-
resalable share of returns from the online channel (including
the nonresalable share of the first returns and the second
returns); sQrc

o w2k2
o is the salvage value of the resalable share

of second returns from the online channel, and cQrc
o is the

ordering cost of the online channel. In (30), (1 − r)prc
r Drc

r is
the total revenue of products actually sold through the
offline channel; rdDrc

r is the collection cost incurred for the
returns through the offline channel; sr(1 − kr)D

rc
r is the

salvage value of the nonresalable share of returns from the
offline channel (including the nonresalable share of the first
returns and the second returns); sQrc

r r2k2
r is the salvage value

of the resalable share of the second returns from the offline
channel; sQrc

o korkrvr represents the salvage value of the
resalable share of the second returns, which derive from the
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resalable share of first cross-returns from the online channel
to the offline channel; Drc

o v d is the collection cost incurred
by the retailer to handle online cross-returns; sv(1 − kor)D

rc
o

is the salvage value of the nonresalable share of second cross-
returns from the online to the offline channel; sQrc

o kokorwv is
the salvage value of the resalable share of the second cross-
returns from the online to the offline channel, which derives
from the resalable share of first returns from the online
channel, and cQrc

r is the ordering cost for the offline channel.
From equations (29) and (30), the total profit of the DCR

is modeled as

πrc
� πrc

o + πrc
r � D

rc
o (1 − w − v)p

rc
o − t − (d + t)w

+ sw 1 − ko(  + sQ
rc
o w

2
k
2
o − cQ

rc
o

+ D
rc
r (1 − r)p

rc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  

+ sQ
rc
r r

2
k
2
r + sQ

rc
o korkrvr

+ D
rc
o − v d + sv 1 − kor(   + sQ

rc
o kokorwv − cQ

rc
r .

(31)

Substituting equations (27) and (28) into (31), the total
profit of the DCR can be transformed as follows:

πrc
� πrc

o + πrc
r � D

rc
o (1 − w − v)p

rc
o − t − (d + t)w

+ sw 1 − ko(  − v d + sv 1 − kor( 

+
s vrkorkr + wvkorko + w2k2o(  − c

1 + wko

+
vkor c − sk2rr2( 

1 + rkr(  1 + wko( 


+ D
rc
r (1 − r)p

rc
r − r d + sr 1 − kr(  +

sr2k2
r − c

1 + rkr

 .

(32)

Let M � r d − sr(1 − kr) − ((sr2k2
r − c)/(1 + rkr)), I �

(1 − r)> 0, Jrc � (1 − w − v)> 0,
N � t +(d + t)w − sw 1 − ko(  + v d − sv 1 − kor( 

−
s vrkorkr + wvkorko + w2k2

o(  − c

1 + wko

−
vkor c − sk2

rr2( 

1 + rkr(  1 + wko( 
.

(33)

*en, the profit function can be reformulated as

πrc
� D

rc
o J

rc
p

rc
o − N  + D

rc
r Ip

rc
r − M . (34)

Proposition 3. Under the relaxed cross-channel return
mode, the profit function πrc of the DCR is strictly and jointly
concave in prc

o and prc
r when 4IJrcβ2 − (I + Jrc)2c2 > 0 is

satisfied, and the optimal prices of the online and offline
channels are as follows:

p
rc∗
o �

c Iαr − Nc(  I + Jrc( ) + βMc Jrc − I( ) + 2Iβ Jrcαo + Nβ( 

4IJrcβ2 − I + Jrc( )2c2
,

p
rc∗
r �

c Jrcαo − Mc(  I + Jrc( ) + βNc Jrc − I( ) + 2Jrcβ Iαr + Mβ( 

4IJrcβ2 − I + Jrc( )2c2
.

(35)

Proof. Omitted due to the similarity to proof of Proposition 1.
Similar to Propositions 1 and 2, the prerequisite for the

DCR to obtain the above optimal pricing remains
4IJrcβ2 − (I + Jrc)2c2 > 0. Note that under the relaxed cross-
channel returnmode, Jrc � (1 − w − v)> 0, and it is no longer
required that v � 0 orw � 0. However, for the same reason, we
believe that the inequality 4IJrcβ2 − (I + Jrc)2c2 > 0 typically
holds, which guarantees the existence of optimal pricing for
the DCR. By analysing the differentials of optimal prices prc∗

o

and prc∗
r with respect to θ, Lemma 3 can be obtained.

Lemma 3. Under the relaxed cross-channel return mode, the
optimal channel pricing of the DCR will increase with the
increase of their channel preference.

Proof. Omitted due to its similarity to the proof of Lemma 1.
As with Propositions 1–3, it is also shown that the

optimal channel prices of the DCR depend on the value of
other parameters. However, unlike Propositions 1 and 2,
the original channel return, the fixed cross-channel return,
and the relaxed cross-channel return simultaneously co-
exist, and customers can choose the return channel
according to convenience or other factors. Similarly, once
the values of these exogenous parameters are determined,
the DCR can use the pricing formulas in Proposal 3 to set
the optimal channel prices under the relaxed cross-
channel return mode. *e conclusion of Lemma 3 is
similar to that of Lemmas 1 and 2, which still shows that
the DCR should set a higher retail price for the channel
with high customer channel preference to obtain higher
system profit.

Above, we have given the analytical solutions for the
optimal channel pricing of products under different return
modes; thus, we can obtain the channel profit and total
system profit of the DCR. However, regardless of the optimal
channel pricing, the channel profit, or the total system profit,
all these analytical expressions contain exogenous param-
eters such as the customer channel preference coefficient (θ)
and return rates of each channel (r, w, v). Although the
relationship between the optimal channel pricing and the
customer channel preference is discussed in the lemma, we
are more concerned with the influence of return rates and
customer channel preferences on the optimal channel
pricing, channel profit, and total system profit of the DCR
under different return modes. Most of these results are

r v w

Offline physical store Online store

Offline customers Online customers

prrc porc

Figure 3: Relaxed cross-channel return mode.
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fractional function relations of exogenous parameters such
as return rates and customer channel preference, and the
values of exogenous parameters are uncertain, so it is dif-
ficult to obtain valuable deterministic results by directly
comparing and analysing the optimal channel pricing and
related profits. *erefore, to further refine our managerial
insights into the selection of a return mode for a DCR, we
numerically describe the influence of the key parameters on
the DCR’s system profit and channel pricing in Section
7. □

7. Numerical Examples and Sensitivity Analysis

In Sections 4–6, we described three possible return modes of
a dual-channel retailer that implements DCRS and illus-
trated how to determine the optimal channel pricing de-
cisions of products under different return modes. In this
section, we seek the answers to the following questions
through the numerical study: what is the system perfor-
mance of the DCR under different return modes? What are
the effects of customer channel preferences and return rates
on the system performance and optimal channel prices of
the DCR? How does a DCR choose the appropriate return
mode for different customer channel preferences and return
rate environments?*ese questions are addressed to provide
more detailed managerial insights.

*e parameters used in this study are described in
Table 2.

7.1. @e Effect of Customer Channel Preferences and Return
Rates onTotal SystemProfit. We first study the impact of the
customer preference for offline channel θ on the DCR’s
system total profit. After many numerical experiments, we
find that when the return rate of each channel varies within a
certain range, the total system profit of the DCR is always the
convex function of the customer preference for the offline
channel θ.

As shown in Figure 4(a) (r � 0.2, v � 0.2, and w � 0.2),
as the customer preference for the offline channel θ in-
creases, the total system profit of the DCR under the three
return modes first decreases and then increases. *is indi-
cates that there is a significant difference in customer
preferences for the two channels; that is, when the difference
between θ and 1 − θ is large, it easier for the DCR to obtain a
larger total system profit.*e underlying causes of this result
can be clearly observed from Figure 4(b): with an increase in
customer preference for the offline channel θ, the profit of
the offline channel gradually increases while the profit of the
online channel gradually decreases, and when θ is relatively
low (1 − θ is relatively high), the range of the decrease in
online channel profit is greater than the increase in offline
channel profit. *us, the total profit of the system shows a
downward trend; when θ is relatively high (1 − θ is relatively
low), the situation is exactly the opposite, and the total profit
of the system is increasing. Furthermore, we find that for the
three return modes, there is always a certain θi∗ that makes
πi∗

r � πi∗
o (i � oc, fc, and rc), and the total profit of the

system obtained by the DCR is the smallest in this case.

Although the profit relationship shown in Figures 4(a) and
4(b) is the result of r � 0.2,v � 0.2, andw � 0.2, the above
conclusion is still valid even if the values of r, v, and w

change within a certain range (such as (0, 0.4)). From this,
we can obtain the following managerial insight:

Insight 1. After learning the return rates of different
channels, the DCR should fully analyse the charac-
teristics of its potential customer groups and use the
unique advantages of the offline and online channels to
attract as many customer groups as possible to a certain
channel to obtain more profits; however, customers
having nearly no difference in preference between the
channels will deprive the DCR of the ability to obtain
more profits.

In addition, while studying how the total system profit
of the DCR is affected by the change in the customer
preference for the offline channel θ, we repeatedly
adjust the value of the return rates and identify the
corresponding relationship between the return rates
and the return modes. First, when the online channel
return rate wand the cross-channel return rate v are
fixed, regardless of the customer preference for the
offline channel θ, a change in the offline channel return
rate r will not affect the choice of return mode.
Figure 4(a) shows the total system profit at r � 0.2,
v � 0.2, and w � 0.2, which satisfies πfc∗ > πoc∗ > πrc∗.
If we hold the values of v and w constant and suc-
cessively set r � 0.1 and r � 0.3, we can obtain
Figures 5(a) and 5(b). Obviously, when r is small, the
total profit of the system under each return mode
generally increases. In contrast, when ris large, the total
system profit under each return mode generally de-
creases, but πfc∗ > πoc∗ > πrc∗ always holds. It is not
difficult to explain this because the option of returning
products originally purchased offline to that channel
exists in all three return modes, so a change in r will
affect the total profit of the system under all three
return modes.

Second, the values of the online channel return rate w

and cross-channel return rate v will affect the choice of

Table 2: Parameter settings.

Symbol Value and description

kr

0.7 (probability of offline original channel
return that is resalable)

ko

0.6 (probability of online original channel
return that is resalable)

kor

0.6 (probability of online cross-return
offline that is resalable)

c 20 (unit purchase cost)
d 1 (unit collection cost of returns)
t 2 (unit freight)
s 5 (salvage value)
α 1000 (potential market size)
θ 0.35, 0.65 (offline customer preference)
β 8 (own-price sensitivity of a channel)
c 4 (cross-price sensitivity of a channel)
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return mode. Specifically, when the online channel
return rate w is larger or the cross-channel return rate v

is smaller, the DCR should adopt the fixed cross-
channel return mode (πfc∗ > πoc∗ > πrc∗); when the
online channel return rate w is smaller or the cross-
channel return rate v is larger, the DCR should adopt
the original channel return mode (πoc∗ > πfc∗ > πrc∗).
We still use Figure 4(a) as the benchmark to obtain
Figure 6 by changing the values of w and v. Figure 6
depicts the corresponding relationship between the

values of the online channel return ratew and the cross-
channel return rate v and the choice of return mode.
Finally, when changing the customer preference for the
offline channel θ, regardless of the values of return rates
r, v, and w, the total system profit of the DCR is always
the lowest under the relaxed cross-channel return
mode. Regarding this, we can easily observe from the
figures given above (except Figure 4(b)) why the total
system profit is the smallest under the relaxed cross-
channel return mode: it provides customers with more
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Figure 4: Effect of θ on the DCR’s system profit: (a) the total system profit; (b) the channel profit.
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Figure 5: Effect of r on the DCR’s system profit. (a) r � 0.1 (w � 0.2 and v � 0.2); (b) r � 0.3 (w � 0.2 and v � 0.2).
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return options, and customers who are not satisfied with
their purchases can choose to return through the offline
channel, the online channel, or across channels.
*erefore, compared to the first two return modes, the
relaxed cross-channel return mode will generate more
returns and in turn decrease actual sales, which ulti-
mately lead to lower profit for the DCR. Based on the
above analysis, we obtain Insight 2.

Insight 2. *e DCR should choose the optimal return
mode based on the value of the online channel return
rate w and the cross-channel return rate v: when the

online channel return rate w is high or the cross-channel
return rate v is low, the fixed cross-channel return mode
should be adopted; otherwise, the original channel
return mode should be adopted. *e offline channel
return rate r does not affect the choice of return mode.

7.2. @e Effect of Customer Channel Preference and Return
RatesonPricingStrategies. In Section 7.1, we learned that the
DCR can obtain a higher profit when the difference between
the customer preference for the offline channel θ and the
online channel 1 − θ is large. *erefore, in the following
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Figure 6: Effect of v and w on the DCR’s system profit. (a) r � 0.2, v � 0.1, and w � 0.2, (b) r � 0.2, v � 0.3, and w � 0.2, (c) r � 0.2, v � 0.2,
and w � 0.3, and (d) r � 0.2, v � 0.2, and w � 0.1.
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analysis, we continue to use the parameter values in Table 2,
and let θ � 0.35 and θ � 0.65 to indicate a low customer
preference for the offline channel (a high customer pref-
erence for the online channel, 1 − θ � 0.65) and a high
customer preference for the offline channel (a low customer
preference for the online channel, 1 − θ � 0.35), respectively.
Our aim here is to determine how return rates impact
channel pricing and refine the corresponding managerial
insights.

7.2.1. Return Rate of the Offline Channel r. We let the return
rate of the offline channel r change within a certain range
and consider the nonnegative limits of variables (such as
price, demand, and profit) to simulate the change in channel
prices with the return rate of the offline channel r, as shown
in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows that regardless of the customer
channel preference, the sales price of the offline channel
increases in r, while the sales price of the online channel
decreases in r. *e increase in r means that the return
quantity of the offline channel increases and that the actual
sales quantity decreases. *e increase in the sales price of the
offline channel, on the one hand, reduces the negative effect
of returns and compensates for the loss of profits caused by
the increase in the returns. On the other hand, it realizes the
shift in the DCR’ sales from the offline channel to online
channel. Similarly, the sales price in the online channel is
decreased when r increases with the aim of attracting more
customers at a low price, thereby transferring some of the
lost sales from online to offline. Under an extremely high r,
the DCR can use the offline physical store as a display
channel and the online store as a transaction channel. Note
that although Figure 7 depicts the case in which the return
rate of the offline channel r varies within a relatively large
range, in fact, as we explained in the introduction, the value
of r tends to be relatively small, so we can completely ignore
the variation in the range of r> 0.5.

Moreover, by comparing Figures 7(a) and 7(b), we find
that channel pricing is positively correlated with customer
channel preference. *at is, the optimal pricing of the offline
channel of the DCR satisfies pi∗

r (θ)<pi∗
r (θ); similarly, for

the optimal pricing of the online channel,
pi∗

o (1 − θ)>pi∗
o (1 − θ). *e approach of using high prices

when the customer channel preference is high and low prices
when the customer channel preference is low can to some
extent eliminate the negative impact of returns and thus
yield more profits from the market. From the above analysis,
we can obtain the following conclusions: when the return
rate of the offline channel r increases, it is necessary for the
DCR to increase the sales price in the offline channel and
appropriately reduce the sales price in the online channel to
shift sales from offline to online; moreover, for a given
channel, the DCR should adopt a high price strategy when
the customer channel preference is high and a low price
strategy when the customer preference is low to eliminate
the negative impact of returns to obtain more profits.

7.2.2. Online Channel Return Rate w and Cross-Channel
Return Rate v. Since both the online channel return rate w

and the cross-channel return rate v reflect the return situ-
ation of the online channel, this section simultaneously
analyses the impact of w and v on channel pricing. We also
assign θ � 0.35 and θ � 0.65 and let w and v vary within a
certain range.

Unlike the offline channel return rate r, the online
channel return rate does not exist in the fixed cross-channel
return mode (it can be regarded as 0), so the channel
pricing, sales quantity, and profit in the fixed cross-channel
return mode will not be affected by w. Similarly, the
channel pricing, sales volume, and profit of the original
channel return mode are also not affected by the cross-
channel return rate v. We can clearly see in Figure 8 that
when the online channel return rate w varies within a
certain range, the channel prices p

fc∗
o and p

fc∗
r of the fixed

cross-channel return mode are constant (Figures 8(a) and
8(b)) and that the channel prices poc∗

o and poc∗
r of the

original channel return mode follow the same trend as with
the change in the cross-channel return rate v (Figures 8(c)
and 8(d)). Apart from the above two special situations, we
can also observe similarities with the effect of the offline
channel return rate r on channel pricing in Figure 8.
Specifically, with w or v increasing under different cus-
tomer channel preferences, on the one hand, the channel
price in the online channel will increase to reduce the
negative impact of returns, and the sales of the online
channel will decrease simultaneously; on the other hand,
the price in the offline channel is reduced to attract more
customers and transfer part of the lost sales from the online
channel to the offline physical store. Under an extremely
high w and/or v, the DCR should use the online store as an
information channel and the offline physical store as the
transaction channel.

In addition, by comparing Figures 8(a)–8(d), we find
that channel pricing is positively related to the corre-
sponding customer channel preference, that is,
pi∗

r (θ)<pi∗
r (θ) and pi∗

o (1 − θ)>pi∗
o (1 − θ). In fact, a higher

customer channel preference means a larger market share
and increasing the price in the channel with the higher
customer channel preference can improve the profit po-
tential of the dual-channel system. Following the above
analysis, we can also draw a similar conclusion to that drawn
for the return rate of the offline channel: when the return
rate of the online channel w and/or the cross-channel return
rate v increase, it is necessary for the DCR to increase the
sales price in the online channel and appropriately reduce
the sales price in the offline channel to compensate for the
loss of profits caused by returns and to transfer sales from
online to offline. *e price in a given channel with a high
customer channel preference should be greater than that in
one with a low customer channel preference to improve the
system’s profit opportunities.

Combining the full analysis and conclusions in Section
7.2, we can propose the following insight for DCRs:

Insight 3.*e DCR should consider the return rate of a
channel and customer channel preferences when
conducting channel pricing: when the return rate of a
channel is high, the price in this channel should be
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Figure 7: Effect of r on channel prices under different θ: (a) low θ (θ � 0.35); (b) high θ (θ � 0.65).
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Figure 8: Continued.
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increased and the price in the competitive channel
should be reduced, which not only compensates for
the loss caused by the returns but also transfers sales
between channels; under a given return rate, the price
of a channel with a high customer preference should
generally be greater than that of one with a low
customer preference to maximize the system’s profit
opportunities.
Insight 4. In the case of an extremely high return rate
for a certain channel, the DCR should redefine the
functions of the two channels: if the return rate of the
offline channel r is extremely high, then the offline
physical store should be used as a display channel and
the online store should be used as the transaction
channel; if the return rate of the online channel w and/
or the cross-channel return rate v is extremely high,
then the offline physical store should be used as the
transaction channel while the online store should be
used as an information channel.

8. Conclusions

*is paper examines the selection of return mode and
channel pricing when a DCR is considered accepting returns
from customers if the retailer simultaneously operates both
an offline physical store and an online store. *ree return
modes are compared: the original channel return mode, the
fixed cross-channel return mode, and the relaxed cross-
channel return mode. Similar to previous works [40, 41], we
argue that when a fully coordinated or centralized monopoly
system uses a single decision maker, the goal of maximizing
the total profit of the system can be achieved. *erefore, the
optimal pricing, correlation analysis, and conclusions in this

paper are all obtained under the setting of integrated de-
cision-making for the DCR with the goal of maximizing the
total profit of the system.

*is study found that the degree of customer channel
preference and the return rate of each channel substantially
affect the choice of return mode and channel pricing
strategies of the DCR. In terms of return mode, the customer
channel preference will affect the system profitability of the
DCR, but the choice of return mode will not be affected, and
the greater the difference in customer preference between
the two channels, the greater the profitability of the system.
In contrast, the channel preference of customers that are
almost unbiased will deprive the DCR of the opportunity to
obtain more profits. Different from the customer channel
preference, the value of the return rate of each channel will
simultaneously affect the system profitability and the choice
of the return mode of the DCR. *e choice of return mode
depends on the relationship between the size of the online
channel return rate w and that of the cross-channel return
rate v. When w is larger or v is smaller, a fixed cross-channel
return mode should be adopted; otherwise, the original
channel return mode should be adopted. A change in the
offline channel return rate r will not affect the choice of
return mode, but the profitability of the system will decrease
with an increase in r. Channel pricing should be directly
proportional to the return rate and the customer preference
for a given channel but inversely proportional to the return
rate of its competing channel. When the return rate of a
certain channel is high, a higher sales price should be set for
that channel, and the sales price of the other channel should
be appropriately reduced to compensate for the loss of
profits caused by the high return rate and transfer sales from
the high return rate channel to the low return rate channel.
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Figure 8: Effect of v and w on channel prices under different θ: (a) low θ (θ � 0.35), (b) high θ (θ � 0.65), (c) low θ (θ � 0.35), and (d) high θ
(θ � 0.65).
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In addition, when the return rate of a certain channel is
constant, its channel pricing is also directly proportional to
the customer preference for that channel; that is, the price
when the customer channel preference is high should be
greater than when the channel preference is low, which is
more likely to obtain higher system profits.

As mentioned many times above, in this work, we treat
the DCR as the only decision maker in the system that makes
integrated decisions with the goal of maximizing the total
profit at the organizational level rather than the channel level.
*is view can also be verified in the analysis of the above
numerical examples. For example, when the return rate of a
channel is extremely high, that channel should be used as a
display (physical store) or information (online store) channel,
and all sales should be concentrated in the other channel,
which is impossible in a decentralized decision-making sys-
tem. *e system profit in the case of integrated decision-
making depends on the degree of coordination between
channels and the profitability of the whole supply chain.
However, this study does not involve other members of the
dual-channel supply chain (such as suppliers), nor does it
discuss the situation of decentralized decision-making. Al-
though we argue that integrated decision-making by a DCR is
more conducive to system profitability, the situation in which
stores of different channels compete as independent de-
partments and make separate decisions is also widespread in
reality. *erefore, an extension of this study would be to
consider returns in a dual-channel supply chain, for example,
when the supplier accepts the return of some nonresalable
products, or to discuss the situation where there is compe-
tition between the two channels in decentralized decision-
making. Moreover, the return issue discussed in this study
involves only a single product, and the channel demand for
the product is a linear function of the channel price; we do not
consider the simulative effect of the return policy on demand.
*erefore, another extension of this study is to consider the
return problem with multiple products, which can be com-
petitive products or complementary products, or to introduce
the stimulating effect of the return policy for customers into
the existing demand function. Certainly, this would increase
the complexity of the model, and it may even be difficult to
derive analytical solutions for the model; these issues need
further study.
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